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CHROMIUM-MANGANESE STEEL SCREW PROPELLERS

/Kartyshov, A. V., Grebnyye vinty iz khromo-margantsevoy
stali, "Sudostroyeniye," Leningrad, 1969, Pages 7-12;
43-72; 106-110; Russian/

CHAPTER I /7*

CHAUACTERISTICS OF FAILURE OF SHIPS' SCREW PROPELJERS
AND MATERIALS PRESENTLY USED IN THEIR MANUFACTURE

Research carried out in the Soviet Union and abroad
during the past few y(,trs has established that failure of
screw propellers of all types of ships in use occurs as
a result of;

1. collisions with some obstacles (solid objects),
which, when propeller material is not sufficiently ductile,
lead to the formation of large, branched cracks and even-
tual fracture of the blades. Propeller blade failure Is
observed most often in Dropellers which operate in shallow
water and which -re not equipped with some shielding
devices, as well as in propellers of ships cruisin8 in
waters with calved ice.

2. electrochemical corrosion processes. This type
of failure takes place in screw propellers of seagolng
ships and in ships which serve as a combination of sea-
going slip and riverboat. Screw prooellers of riverboats
are subjected to a lesser degree of corrosion failure.

3. cavitation erosion processes, arising because of
frict.ion bet,,een tk'e surface of propeller blades and the
water stream at hich crcumferontial velocities.as well
as because of hydraulic impacts due to the "implosion" of
cavitation bubbles,

In addition to the above-mentioned types of failure,
which have been thoroughly studied and described in dome-
stic bnd foreign literature, screw propellers operating

*;,.ibers in the right marvin indicate pagination
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in water containing suspended abrasive particles wear
under the action of these particles. In most cases,
failure of ships' propellers occurs under the combined
action of several of these factors, for example, corrosion
and erosion, cavitation and aorasion, etc.

The principal types of screw propelle.r failure on
seagoing ships and riverboats which have not been adequately
described in domestic literature are described below.

1. hydroabrasive Wear of Screw Propellers on Shallow

Draft Ships

Screw propellers on ships which are used in shallow
water operate under more severe conditions as compared to
those in deep water. River beds of shallow areas of major
rivers, as well as of shallow rive's., are contaminated
with obstructions which often cause breakage in screw pro- /8
pellers.

The most efficient type of ship propulsion for shal-
low water is water jet propulsion. A 3 or 4--bladed wheel
and a 4 or 5-bladed directing apparatus rigidly installed
in the shaft of the water supply tunnel are usually used
for this purpose. The wheel is protected by a grating to
prevent breakage in the event of collision with foreign
objects. As a rule, the speed of wheel rotation (500-700
rpm) does not exceed the maximum permissible speed at which
the circumferential velocity of peripheral, points or, the
blae (wheel diameter 0.6-0.7 m) reaches the magnitude at
which cavitation occurs; therefore, cavitation-erosion
breakdown is not observed on working whe(ls in water Jet
propulsion.

Failure of water jet wheela is not similar to that
occuring as a result of corrosive action of water upon
metal. To determine the nature and extent of metal fail-
ure, wheels were installed in both water jet and screw~propeller ships used under the same conditions in shallow

~water.

Wheel I. A wheel 0.64 m in diameter, with a disc
ratio of 0. - and a variable cross-section pitch, was
Installed in a water-jet propelled pusher tug with a power
rating of 150 h,. The wheel's speed was 668 rpm. Mat. r-
iql was 25L. steel. Average draft of the ship--0.5 in.

This psher tu: w' usei on the An ,pra &Uier between
)Xezhin4 Lind Sltrelki, 6;4 km apart. The prevallinp depth
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Fig. 1. Wear of the Fg. 2. Wear of the

wheel of the water-jet wheel of the water-

propelled ship after jet propelled ship
400 hours of operation after 850 hours of
in shallow water operation in shallow(wheel 1). water (wheel 21

of this part of t oe river is 0.9-2.5 M. /8

The condition of wheel surfaces was Inspected after
400 hours of service. It was found that tho suction n

delivery surVaces of blades did not have any traces of
failure. The exit and peripheral eages were also in good
condition; however, considerable metal failure was obi erved
along the complete length of intake edges of blades, *ith
the exception of a small part of the edge at the blade
root, Metal cestruction a-reas 15x250 mm, n size were of
the abrasive Near type, with clearly pronounced edge seor-
ing (Fig. 1). Measurement of the thrust change with the
worn wheel showed that it decreased by move than 53% as
compared with the original thrust.

The wheel was found to be unsuitable for further
service and was replaced

Wheel 2. For further study of wheel blade service
life under shallw water conditions, a wheel was prepared
by welding steel..35 blades to a hub made of 25L steel.
This wheel was irstalled on a water jet propelled passenger
ship with 150 hp qnd 0.5 m dra~ft. The dimensions of:the
ne'v. wheel (pitch, diameter, e;c.) were almost the same as
those of the first wheel, installed on the pusher tug. /9
Operatln , conditions were aLso similar to those in the
previous case.

3



Inspection of the wheel after 850 hours of service
showed that delivery and suction surfaces of the blades
were in their original state, without noticeable traces
of failure. Also, no signs of failure were found on the
peripheral and exit edges; however, the intake edge of
the blade was subjected to considerable wear (Fig. 2),
similar in nature to that described above. The worn areas
were 300x75 mm in size and had a progressing nature.

Screw propeller 3. To study the reasons causing ship
propeller failure in service in shallow rivers, a study
was made of the screw propeller of a 150-hp passenger ship.
After only 20 hours of operation in a shallow part of the
Yenisey River, failure signs 22x2.5 mm in size were observed
at the intake edge of the blade. The suction and delivery
surfaces of blades remained in their original state.
Because the screw propeller had no protective screen, dents
appeared on the intake edges of blades, caused by colli-
sions with foreign objects.

Microstructural analyses were performed with specimens
taken directly from the blade of wheel 1 after 400 hours
of operation. These specimens did not have signs of cavi-
tation or corrosion failure. Chemical composition of blade
material was within the standard compositlqn range of 25L /10
steel. The structurf of the analyzed str contained
mainly ferrite and a small amount of perl. ,.

The intake edg, of the blade, directly subjected to
strikes of abrasive particles, had a rough, pitted surface
(Fig. 3). The deoth of inlividual pits reachez 3-4 mm
and their area 18-20 mm2.

The Peripheral part of the blade is worn to a larger
extent than the pprt adjacent to the hub. This can be
explained by the higher circumferential speeds and by the
effect of centrifugal separation of solid pirticles.

Under the continuous action of abrasive particles in
areas of high stress, some microscopic cracks appear, which
with time become one (Fig. 4). This explains the phenom-
enon of metal fracture under the wedging action of a stream
of hydroabrasive mixture.

rhe appearance of slip bands on the surf'ece of the
suction phrt of ;he blade is related to the presence of
abrasive wear du, to slidinp type friction of abrasive
particles movin8 in this area. Inspection of blade thick-
ness showed that the thickness decreased slightly as

'4
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;A' Fig. 3. Cross section
of the intake edge of

*~the blade at a, distance
of 0.6 radius from the
axis of the hub (x5)I;

'rSI!

44 4

I

Fig. . Crcks in a cross section of/

the blade edge, developed under the

act. on of a hydroabrasive mixture (x200)

compsred with original dimensions; however, the blade wall/0
thickness decrense d.Ld not exceed 1.0-1.59, In this case,

th-- ntre of abrasive wear consists of cuttinp off icro-
nlmk<es of et-l by moving particles of send-gravel mix-

ture.

The Ioke ede of tF, e blade is continuously sbJeted
to , ,i, nvhor of' onotrated impacts of brq: ve pat-
JuLes. As a result, mx1Lq1 stresses appear on mcro~ectin,-
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Fig. 5. Microplastic deformations /11
in a cross section of outer layers
of intake edge of the blade (xlOO)

of the surface, which causes plastic deformption and strain /10
hardening of the outer layer of metal. Mici-iplastio de-
formations lead to orientation of metal grains in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the raotion of solid particles
(Fig. 5).

Microhardness of worn intake edges was measured using
a PMT-3 device equipped with four sights, located at a
distan,.e of 2 mm from each ot 'tr, with an indenter load
of 20 grams. The hardness tests determined that stmength-
ening :f the intake edge under the action of abrasi',e part-
ioles reaches high values, increasing from the periphery
to the root of the bladn. The depth of the strain-hardened
layer varies within 'he range from 0.15 to 0.20 mm. /12
Strengthening of suction and delivery surfaces of the blade

. did not take place.

Based on the above analyses, the mechanism of abrasive
failure of ship screw propellers and wheels operating in
shallow waters is presented as follows: during operation
the ship's propeller enters a water streai containing a
large number of suspended abrasive particles in the form
of sand-gravel mixture. The intake edge of the blade io
subjected to a large number of concentrated impacts of

6



solid particles of turbulent Dulsations, the kinetic
energy of which converts into deformation strain of blade
uwateIal. During this phenomenon, considerable plastic
defoy nations develop on separate microsections, accompan-
ied by strain hardening and subsequent embrittlement of
the surface layer. Proyressive strengthening and embrit-
tlement under the action of a stream leads to the forma-
ti.on of cracks and fatigue failure of the deformed areas
and therefore to the removal of microsectlons of surface
layer. The rough surface formed at the initial stage of
this process is smoothed by the continuous action of the
abrasive stream, as if ground. Later, this process Is
repeated.

Some very insignificant wear of suction surfaces is
a result )f the action of abrasive particles, which destroy
the surfa*,e by scratching and by cutting off microchips
of met&'; 'as a result of friction and practically do not
cause any strengthening of the surface layer.

In conclusion, the operation of ships' pri-pellers
under shallow water conditions demonstrated that the main
reason for their wear is the mechanical action of the water
stream, containing abrasive particles upon the intake
edge of the blade, which results in hydroabracive wear of
their surface.

6. Experimental Study of Cavitation-Abrasive Failure /43
of Materials

!-

As discussed above, failure of ship screw propellers
occurs as a result of the combined effect of several fac-
tors which are very difficult to reproduce under laboratory:
conditions for a number of reasons. Therefore, the most
expedient method would be one of tests under service con-
ditions. This, however, would require the ,manufacture and
installation on ships of , large number of screw propel-
lers and their use under variable conditions,which would
be very expensive. The method of scale modellnv also
proved to be unacceptable, since it is impossible to deter-
mine categorles )f scqles units to convert modeling test /44
resuilts into actual results /22/.

V

At the present, soire installations h'ive rilready been
created and some sre bein, developed for the investigation
of wear resistance of materials under conditions approach-
ingw those. of actual service tests. In principle, the
existinv methcds of ioratory'- resesich provide for separate
study of covitation-erolon. corrosion and hydrosbresive
redsttance of rmterials /I , 9, -, 33, 3(, 39, 39/.

7



Methodology of testing cavitation erosion resistance

The following methods and eqaipment are used in test-
ing materials for cavitation erosion resistance:

1. Destruction of test specimens by repeated impact
against the water stream in a special impact-erosion
stand /1, 39/. In this test, a water 3tream under constant
pressure is directed against a revolving disc with specimens
fastened to it. The following parameters remain constant
during the test: circumferential velocity, shape of spec-
imen, water stream velocity, nozzle diameter, and the dis-
tance between the nozzle tip and specimens being tested.

2. Cavitation destruction of materials in testing
in a diffuser /6, 30, 36, 38/. Test specimens are placed
within a stream, the cross section of which can be varied
during the test; as a result, cavitation develops in the
area where the specimens are fastened.

3. Destruction of materials in a magnetostriction
oscillator. In this case a cavitation zone is created
directly under the vibrating specimen.

Evaluation of test results in all these cases is per-
formed by measuring the specimen's weight loss.

Magnetostriction equipment of various systems is
widely used; it is superior to other types of equipment,
in that it makes it possiblq to perform n.3oellaneous experi-
iments, including investigation of destruction kinetics
and of the effect of various factors on the rate of the
cavitation process. The most important advantage of a
magnetostriction device is its high cavitation rate, hence,
shorter time needed for the experiment.

The schematic diagram of a magnetostriction oscillator
used in the experiment§ discu..ed is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Nickel pipe 2--3000 mm long, 18 mm in diameter--serves
as a vibrator. Its lower end is screwed into the specimen
_ , submerged in fluid. Water temperature during experiments
was maintained within the range 20*2 0 C. For this purpose, /45
the tank with fluid was cooled by running water.

Longitudinc L vibrations in pipe 2 wer, 03rodieid by an
(:. r.-t .' . AI 0 fie0ldj 7-h 1' 0~ 4r,~t J~ t. t jt on
Coil . VibrMtlons were amplified by the field o' constant
electr.QIgnet 1. '1s ,urL',fier-maou tostrtti on oscil-
lator iystem orovides vatomattc vibration of the specimen

8
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Fig. 15. Schema~tic representation
of a magnetostriction oscillator

being tested. Vibration of pipe 2 occurs under resorAw
conditions, since the frec'uency of alternate field (pulses)
is set by the frequency of pipe 2's own vibrations through
feedback coil 8. At the same time, electromotive force is
induced in the feedback col1 and is transmitted to the
adapter input of amplifier 6. These vibrations are twns-
mitted to the oscillation Jircuit consisting of coU 2
and a capacitor.

Pipe vibration frequency is determined by its dimen-
sions and by the weight of specimens being tested and
uslially is within the r&nee from 7000 to 8000 Hz. To
decrease losses to eddy cirrents, which cause heatin5 of /46
the pipe, a narrow slot 0.5 mm wide is machined along the
pipe and then is filled with an adhesive.

Pipe 2 is cooled by water flowing along its walls
from tank i and drawn off by auction pump 4.

During tests, special attention was paid to maintain-
ing constant amplitude of pipe vibration. With an

9I"
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Test duration, hr

Fig. 16. Aggressiveness of the
medium on oavitution erosion in
steels.

x-x-x- sea water
...-. fresh water

increase of vibration amplitude, the rate of weight loss
also increases /9/.

In the experiments discussed, the double amplitude
of vibration was constant and equalled 0.0? mm. At s~oh
an amplitude, accompanying processes such as corrosion
and action of abrasive particles are suppressed. Thit
could be the cause of errors In establishing wear reels-
tanoe of various materials. For example, *he cavitation
resistance of 18DGSL steel when tested with a magneto-
strictt\on oscillator, according to I. P. Kryakin /24/
equals that of 20Kh13NL steel; however, In actual service
IDGSL steel proved to be less resistant than 20Khl3NL
steel /33/.

When selecting the test method, we studied the effect
of aggressiveness of fluid on cavitation resistance of
carbon stainless steel. Synthetic sea water similar in
composition to Black Sea water was used as an aggreusive
medium.

As can be seen froi test results (Fig. 16), the ag-
gressive medium has a great effect on carbvn steel and

10
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considerikbly lower effect on stain~less steels. In judging
cavitation resistance by total wetght loss In 3 hours of
testing,. It Was determined that the cavitation failure
of taterials is" caused mainly by mechanical action, ,,he
rate of which is enhanced in a eorroeive ~mediwA.

When processes of cav1tation and corrosion ara simul- /47
taneous, the chemical 66mpoaition and structure of the
metal plaf ~a considerable role, particularly under condi-
tions of raoderate cavitatiop' action Intensity /21/. It
Is q ;it6 possible that a cavitation pulse strength insuf-
fioient to Zerovz. metal particles might be sufficient to
dextroY-an 9%.'ftion film anda iemcie corrosion products,
and 'theref/Jr to. ,6nid6 tbe corrosion ppocess.

- .. xmrof refcztnces /21, 33/ Indicate the noncon-
formi-ty of labc,"OorY and service test results because It
Is im ruasibLe tc~ exactly take Into account the corrosion
factor dux'ing th) cavitation process.

Consequently', when selecting a method of relative
teats, Ut6 oavit~ktlon resistanoce of maierials in aggres-
sive ad-ia should be investigated first and then 'the
selec'ted o,%_vitation-resistant materials should be Pribjected
to additional corrosion tests.

It should be noted that the relative service life of
materials determined by testing with various devices, such
as an impact-erosion stand, diffuser, or magnotostrietion'
oscillator, coincide pretty closely /1, 9/. Quantitative,
difference Is caused by the yarjirng degree of intensity
of Mkchanical action on metal structure with microloading
of ,=terial, which is caused ty different design features
of test equipment.

ftxpetmenta1 study of cavitation abrasivea failure
of matezrtals ont an ultrasonto testing unit

The study of the effect of abrasive particles sus-
pehded in water on the cavitation erosion of a screw pro-
peller Is of great practical interest.

S. P. Kozyrev /23/ has used In his studies of cavi-
tatiXon erosion wear a unit that Is based on the principle
of introdurz.ag ultrasonic vibrations into a stream of
water containing abrasive particles. As was detar~ind
in the course R tosting, to evaluate the 6ffect of &bra-
sive action on the cavitation wear of mtals it was ijaces-
vary to doeraase the rate Of MI hnnieaJ, rtmoval of r~otal.
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-Carbon steel
/'. containing

about 0%C
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0 is so 30 OI? 150 lot

Test duration, min.
Fig. 17. Effect of abrasive particles on
cavitation erosion in steels.

x-x-x- Vresh water containing abrasive particles
- fresh watdr without abrasive particles

For this purpose a special ultrasonic unit was designed
by the authors.

The unit for testing cavitation abrasive wear con-
sists of a magnetostriction converter packet, with a
stainless steel concentrator, shaped like a cone, soldered
to one end. The testing voltage is transmitted to the
winding of the packet from the generator. The specimen /48
being tested is screwed into the butt of the concentrator.

The resonant frequency of the cfterter in the unit
is 21.7 kHz. The amplitude of vibrat one used in the
study was 0.020 mm. Quartz sand with a grain size of
0.1-0.. mm was used as the abrasikvw The amount of wear
was evaluated by weight loss of the cimen. Not less
that 3 specimens of the same material were, teited under
the same conditions.

Comparative tests performed in the above r- dt showed
that the presence of abrasive paxttale,6 ia water enhances
cavitation erosion wear of carbon steels, but h-is leas
effect on chromium end manganese alloy steels.

Fig. 1.7 illustrates the results of tests on carbon
steel (b-out 0.4% C) and on 25Kh14G5 chromium-manganese
ateel in water with and without abrasive particles. As
shown in Fig. 17. the weight loss of carbon steel in water
with abrasive particles inoreaced in 3 hours of tenting
by 18% and that of chromium-rn-aganese steel by 9A.

12



The presence of abrasive particles increases the
intensity of cavitation erosion wear and also causes a
completely different type of specimen wear. This wear
occurs deeper into the metal and is in the form of non-
uniform P3:tz, as compared with the more uniform wear with.
out the Veesence of an abrasive.

The worn surfaoe is covered with pits, nonform in /49
depth,, 0.05-0.08 mm ii diameter with hemispheric 3ttoms.
L cracked bead of pressed out metal is formed around these
pits. This indicates that the surfaoi of metal in the
cavitation zone was subjected to additional mechanical
impaoto by abrasive particles. ibrasive perticles which
receive additional pulses by the *implosion" of cavitalon
bubbles increase metal surface wear.

As was shown by further research, a qualltative cor-
respondence is observed in tests in a magnetostriotion
oscillator with a frequency 6f 7-8 kHz and 0.-10 mm amp-
litude, and in an ultrasonic dnit with a frequency of
t"8-22 kHz and 0.020 mm amplitude.

The quantitative difference In the results of the
above tests is caused by the higher frequency and smaller
amplitude of specimen vibration in the ultrasonic unit.
In addition, an insignificant amount oftweight loss, when
testing alloy steels in the ultrasonio unit, made it quite
difficult to establish the dependence between the weight
loss and the amount of alloying elements in steel. Thus,
in selecting a test method for determining materials resis-
tant to the combired action of cavitation and abrasive
particles, the test in a magnetotriction unit should be
used; however, the vibration rnplitude should be Inreased
to 0.070 mm, frequency decreased to 7-9 kHz and mattrials
should be additionally tested for hydroabrasive wcar.

Hence, the brief analysis of the existing test methods
and the comparison of experimental results and actual ser-
vice datAV as well as laboratory research, made it possible
to select the following methodology for studying wear
resistance of materials for ship screw propellers:

1. The most expedient method of study consists of
separate Investigation of cavitation erosion, hydroabrausive
and corrosion resistance of materials;

2. To dotermine tho effoet of the corrosion faotor
on the cavitation oroeton , &ar of otals, tests should be
c-rried ovt in a i _ignatoatriotion osoill-ator in uca Lntte;

13



3, The selected materials most resistant to cavita-
tion eroalon and hydroabrasive wear should be additionally
tested for corrosion resistance in sea water.

7. The Zffect-of. Alloying Elements on Wear Resi.stance

In references /I/ and /2/. by I. K. Bogachev and
R. I. Mints, data are presented on cavitation resistance
of 30Khl~rAJO chromium-manganese steel. As a result of
experimental and theoretical studieb, It was determined
that manganese austenite possesses a k-agh resistance /50
to cavitation erosion. However, the above references do
not present sufficient substantiation for selecting a
chromium-rianganese steel composition most suitable for
screw propellers operating under particularly severe con-
ditions of cavitation, oorrosion and action of abrasive
particles.

L. S. ?!alinov and T. D. Bysmond studied the cavitation
resistance of chromium-mnganese alloys containing less
thati 0.1% C /27/. They gave recommendations -for be-bcting
cavitation-resistant materials with thereased corrosion
resistance; however, application of steels recommended by
the author& for screw, propellers may not be expedient due
to the difficulties In producing steels with low carbon
content. Melting of ouch steels would require the use of
carbonless ferro-alloys, which would increase their cost.
Reference /34/, by D. A. Prokoahkin, 1. F. Zudin etal
contains little information about wear resistance of ch~fro-
mium-nianganese steel. This reference provides onily Inform-
ation concerning the effAect of alloying elements on the
corrosion properties of Kh18G5 steel.

The lack of publishedddata on the effect of alloying
elements on cavitation, hydroabrasive and corrosion wear
resistance of chromium-manganese steel made It necessary
to jonduot a special experiment. The results of tthis
research arm ti-z-useed balow,

avitation eroaion realistance

Tho roculto of tonting stools with various amounts
of alloying elements are given In Table 7 and WaIght loss
k'notics In Pig. 18. Tho data given iLi Fig. 18a chow;
that amionZg oteols containing 0.2% C (hoats No. .2351-231"e).tho highoat onvitation resiatance ic posoossed by iatoio
contnining 9.69tf! Nn and 13.4% Cr (hoat No. 2353). With
furthor inareaue of chromium coaot, woipght lo8;os Inureaue



Tabe 7 151
Results of cavitation resistance tests
of chromium-maanese steels

TContent of principal Average weight loss (xg)
Heat alloyIng elements, % in time (hours)

numbers C Si Mn Cr 1 2 3 total
for 3 hrs

2351 0.21 0.5 10.71 6.15 0.9 4.1 9.3 14.3
2352 0.21 0.54 10.03 9.75 0.9 1.7 4.1 6.7
2353 0.21 0.52 9.69 13 40 0.2 1.7 3.5 5.4
2354 0.19 0.56 io.64 16.95 2.1 6.1 7.4 15.6
2355 0.19 0.54 9.69 20.65 11,.8 21.o 26.o 58.8
162 0.42 0.74 9 .7 9.95 0.5 0.6 2.7 3.8
163 0.42 0.73 9:5 11.40 0.7 0.5 2.0 3.2
164 0.47 0.69 9.12 12.95 0.4 0.5 1.5 2.4
165 0.46 0.64 8.90 14.17 0-3 0.5 2.0 2.8
542 0.20 0.42 8.0 13.40 0.3 2.7 4.1 7.1
543 0.21 0.42 10.53 13.13 1,1 3.4 4.2 8.7
544 0.21 0.38 14.0 12.65 3.2 '3.; 4.2 10.7

9971/1 0:3 0.69 3.67 13.55 0.6 1. 2. 4.7
9971/2 0.34 0.40 8.02 13.22 0.6 1.5 2. 4.5
9971/3 0.38 0.71 10.74 12.82 0.2 1,.5 3.8 5.5,
9971/4 0.47 0.71 13 30 12.49 o.6 1.3 3.0 4.9

861 0.30 2.03 3.64 12.70 0.5 0.7 2.4 3.6
340 0.35 1.13 7.83 13.80 66 6 .6 1.6 2.8

9503 0.23 0.59 8.48 13.65 2.4 f..8 3.8 9.0
9543 0.25 0.88 7.35 13.34 0.4 1.2 3.5 5.1

and with a chromium content of 20.65% Cr weight loss
reaches 58.8 mg. Surface wear of specimens made of this
steel is the greatest, reaching 0.2-0.3 mm in depth. Wear
is nonuniform in the surface area of the specimen.

Among st6els with increased carbon content (heats
162-165), the highest cavitation resistance is also pos-
sessed by steel containing up to 13% Cr (heat No. 164,
Pig. 18b).

Our results confirm data obtained by I. a. Kryanin
/24/ conoorning optimum cavitation resistance of chromium
and chromium-nlekel stoel containing 13% Cr; however, come
reforancoo give difforent ,ata. For example, I. N. Bogohcv
and R. I. hints /1, 2/ conoider that the optimum amount of
chromium to provIde navtatlon r otanco in totol is
about 10;1.

15
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Thc greater cavitation resistance of chromium-man- /51
ginese steel contining up to 14% Cr is explained by the
'fact that chromium in such amounts provides for the high-
est degree of alloying without causing structural hetero-
geneity (i.e. an increase in the amount of structurally
free ferrite), which causes the lower avit&rion -.esst-
ance of steel.

Figures 18c and d and Table 7 illuatrate the results
of cavitation resistance tests of chromium-manganese
steel with varying anganese content. When steel contains
0.2% C and not more than 14% Cr (heats No. 542-544), an
increase in manganese content from 8 to 14% lowers the
cavitation resistance of the steel.

In steels containing 0.4% and more carbon (heats
1 o. 9971/1-9-971/4) the increase of manganese content does
not affect cavitation resistance noticeably. However,
also in this case, the steel containing 8.02% Pin and /53
13.22% Cr (heat No. 9971/2) possesses higher eavitation
resistance. This is explained by the fact that as manga-
nese conten t increases, the austenite's stability is
raised. This, on the other hand, decreases the capacity
of sElel to strenethen during the initial (incubation)
period of cavitation, hence weight losses icrease.

Vhe experiments showed that the optimum mangansie
content in steel, containing 0.20-0.30% C and 12-i4g Cr,
is from 7 to 9%.

Reference /27/ states that a decrease vf cavitation
resistance is observed with an increase of manganese
content from 11 to 18% in steel containing 10% Cr and
about. ',t% C. As a result of tests it was determined
that .. iorease of carbon content in. steel from 0.1 to 0.4%
and more (with Mn content 7-9% and chromium content 12-14%)
leads to a noticeable increase in cavitation resistance;
however, the same tests showed that an increase of carbon
content above 0.3% lowers the weldability of chromi m-
manganese steel. In addition, difficultly soluble somplex
carbides of the Me2 3C6 type, formed in steel, require heat-

tng to a.higher tomperature, which is difficult to achieve
under industrial conditions and also resultn in a distor-
tion of casting shape during heat treatment. Thun, the
optlmum carbon content in chromium-manganose steel is con-
sidered to bo 0.20-0.28%, taklng into consideration the
cozbiw.tlon of toohnologleal proportieo and cavitntion
eroalon reaistance.



*I is known that of all alloying elements, silicon
Increases the wear resistance of ferrite in steel most
noticeably. Test results for chromium-manguneue steel
with virioun silicon contents are shown in Fig. 18ev and
the cheaial composition of these steels is shown in Table 7.

In steels containlng 0.23-0.25% C, with the same man-
ganead and chromium content, an increase of silicon content
frow 0.59 to 0.88% lowers weight losses in cavitation ero- /54
sion wear from 9-.0 to 5,1 mg (heats No. 9503 and 9543).
The h1ghest caoitation resistance is possessed by steel
containing 0.3.5% C, 8.3% Mn, 13.8% Cr and 1.13% Si (heat
No. 34o). It should be noted that an increase of silicon
contnt in steel above 1% is not desirable, since it leads
to an intolerable decrease in notch toughness (below 3.0
kg-r/cm2 ).

To study the effect of structure on cavitation resist-
ance of ohromium-manganeive steel in industrial heats, tests
were carried out ith specimens prepared from large ingots.

Table 8 and Fig. 19 illustrate test results of three
heats of steel containing various amounts of manganese
(heats No. 8716, 8?17 and 8695). Test specimens were pre-
pared from ingots 130 mm in diameter in a basic Indaction
furnace, 150 kg capacity. Prior to testing, specimens
were subjected to low anneeling at 6800 C for three hours
to reduce residual stresses and improve machinability.
The miorostruoture of the steels tested is shown in Fig. 20.

From data given in Fig. 19 it can be determined that
of all heats, the highest cavitation resistance is possessed
by steel of heat No. 8717, containing 0.28% C, 0.36% Si,

*Fig. 19. Results of
cavitation tests of

o chromium-manganese
- . steel in sea uater.
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manganese steel (X500): a,. heat No. 8695;
b. heat No. 8717; e. heat ~o, 8716.

6.85% mn, and 13% Cr. The structure of this steel con- /5
sists of gamma-phase, a-small amount of alpha-phase and
carbides in globular shape (Fig. 20b).

The martensitic-±1erritic steel of heat No. 8716
(Mg. 20o) had maximum weight losses arnd the deepest wear,
with worn areas nonuniforily distributed on the surface
area. The heterogeneoua structure of steel in such a state
caused the appearance of foo, of cavitation erosion wear
after 35-4~0 minutes of testing.

The ateel of heat No. 8695 containod a lower amount
of aarbon than tho stool of heat No. 8717; howavor, tho

hih v anao eoritort In this oitooi. ihift- tho otool
Into thn z:ono of a~c~ond doon not roiult In a
hotoreOcz~kOLW i truotur'o. This3 Lotol hzri a Lirgo arnoanxt
of forrito (P'ig. 20LA) nei owpjird Wth otool oV hoat/5
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Fig. 21. Results of chromium-,anganese cavita-
tion tests in fresh watez.

No. 8717 (Fig. 20b) This lowers the cavitation resistance /56
of the steel.

The results of cavitation tests in fresh water of
ohromium-manganese steel with various content of Cr, Mn
and C are shown in Table 9 and Fig. 21.

Test specimens were prepared from ingots 150 mm in
diameter. As in the preceding case, specimens were annealed
for three hours at 680-7000C before machining.

The results obtained indicate that steel of heat
No. 8714, containing 0.27% C, 8.05% Mn and 14.30% Cr, pos-
sesses the highest cavitation resistance. Relatively high
carbon content provides high cavitation resistance of /57
steel with chromium content above 13.5%. The structure
of this steel consists principally of austenite with small
areas of ferrite along grain boundaries.

As compared with steel of heat No. 8714, specimens
of heat No. 8713 posseas lower cavitation recistancoe, in
spite of higher carbon content, which contributos to
1.nreasod Uaroma-phasa formation in ateel, This is Oxplained
by the hChor ohromium eontnnt of hoat No. 8 14 (I4.361)
as comrpred with heat No. 8713 (9.38%). Hozkca, tho anount
of chroziu containod in ateol is a dotcrminint for 0oour-
intl hi8h cavitatton rniotnco in both coa and fronh .:-'tor.

111th a. doeroLaJo in P.nxbr-on e~ont In ut to 0.191



(heat No. 8694)-, th amount or alpha-phase in the metal
structure increases, which results in higher weight loss
in teats.

From the analysis of test results of steel speoimens
of heats No. 8097 and 8718 it follows that increasing
chromium content to abovo 18%, with a manganese content of
5.0-6.5% and that of carbon of 0.25-0.28%, results in an
increase in weight loss by a factor of more than four.

Some difference in cavitation resistance of steels in
heats No. 8697 and 8718 with approximately the same chem-
ical composition is explained by individual characteristics
of microstructures of these steels. More favorable, in /58
respect to cavitation resistence, is the structure of steel
in heat No. 8718. where cart'idet are uniformly distributed
along grain boundaries and fihe :grains are homogeneous.
This provides for higher weair resistance. Steel in heat
No. 869.7 is characterized by am accumulation of carbides
at grain boundaries and nonhOdogeneity of grains. Thus,
weight losses in cavitation tests exceed that of heat
No. 8718 steel by a factor of 1.5.

Highest weight losses were observed in tests of heat
No. 8696 steel. These losses are explained by low carbon
and manganese content (0.16% and 6.04%). This steel con-
sists mainly of alpha-phase, some amount of gamma-phase
and initial carbides.

We also carried out comparative cavitation resistance
tests in sea and fresh water of steels with varying con-
tents of chromium and marganese.

As seen in Table 10 and Fig. 22, the difference in
the weight loss of corrosion resistant 1Kh18N9T steel in
sea and fresh water is insignificant (heat No. 8677).

Similar conclusions can also be made in respect to
steel of heat No. 8714, containing 8.05% Mn and 14.3% Cr.

In spite of the lower carbon content in steel of heat
No. 8694, as compared to steel in heat No. 8714, this ateel
lost twice as much weight in sea water av it did in fresh
water. This is explained by its low chroium coatont,
which i insufficient to provide high cavitation resistance
in caa wator.

fofeonco /39/ by V. V. PoPain also states that the
optiml coneont of chromiw, ir tonitic 'hromi-nnc~r,



Table 10 /58
The effect of a retsieiiss of sea aud fresh wator
on Cavitation resi nce of steel* with varoul
contents of a1lorInR aleaents

Con~tent of prinaipal Aveia6e wight losses
Heat al1lng elements (ia)in time (hr)

Meditum total
No. C Si I Nn Cr 1 2 3 (for 3

hours)

869'4 Sea w. 0.19 0.53 12.2 9.91 0.9 9.0 9.6 19,.5
Fresh w. 0.5 3.8 5.1 9.2

Corresponds to
8677 Sea W. standard composition 13.5 30.7 25.5 69.7

Fresh w. of 1Kh18N9T steel X2.5 25.0 28. 65.9

8714 Sea w. 0.27 0.40 8.05 1-.30 2.4 3.0 2.6 8.0
Fresh w. [ 2:9 2.1 2.1 7.1

60 8677

Fig. 22. The effeo4 of
an aggressive medium ono045 the cavitation resistance

4.3 of ohromium-manganese
___30 steel. *sea water,

**fresh water

0001:1 18714

060 1 0 10
Time, min.

steel Is 14%. With a chromium content bolow 12% the /59
resistance of 2teel to eleotrochemical corrosion deoreases,
which also lowers resistance of stol to mioroimpa ot action
durmng cavitation.

A0 a raxult of studies of tho aavitation roristanoo
of h -otool of var'ioun oonpooltiok and
ntruatro, it wz n doterminod that:



1. with an increase of chromium eontent from 12 to
14%, the cavi-ation resistance of ohromium-manganese steel
also increases. When steel contains more than 14% Cr the
amount of ferrite increases, forming an almost continuous
network along austenite grains and even separate ferrite
areas. Thki. leads to a Cacrease in cavitation resibhnce
of steeli

The optim'a: chromiu,, o ,ent is about 14%.

2. vhe highest ca7itation resistance is posastsed
by chromium-manganee steel containing 7-9%, Mn;

3. an increase of carbon content 1n Phromium-manga-
nese steel up to O.38-0.40% results in an increase in cavi-
tation resistance;

4. at a silicon conitent of up to 1.0% the necessary
ductile properties and high cavitation resistance are
retained.

Resistance to hydroabras've wear

The amount of surface wear of screw propeller blades
operating in shallow water with a hydroabrasive mixture
depends on the following factors:

1. physical-chemical properties of abrasive particles,
such as density, hardness and grain shape;

2. the number of hard particles oolliding with a
surface area unit per time unit and the duration of their
action;

3. velocity of the stream containing the hydroabra-
sive mixture;

4. physical and mechanical properties of blde mate-
rial;

5. quality of blade surfaces maintained in the course
of exploitation, lee,. surface roughness.

Due to the lack of sufficient data on woar resistance /60
of ohromiu-manganoe steolG, as reol as the lack of quant-
Itativo oharactoricties of the effoot of alloyirg elamantv
on the intenoity of hydroabraoivo wcar, it was inoocary
to parfora a sp-clal exporiint, Xn this experiment.
anito isoro usod thleh providod for difforent typos of

vstr~ ~oar In a~ hydrcz4bjo7 iz ,dun



Unit No. 1 (Fig. 23a), in which specimens revolve in
a stationary hydroabrasive medium, is for studying compa-
rative wear resistance of materials. Ine advantage of
this unit, as well an of the units described below'. is
their small size, hence low consumption of abrasivos, and
no need for special circulation devices with pumps, tanks
and other bulky equipment.

The drawbacks of these units include nodulizing and
breaking up of abrasive particles during the test, as well
as indeterminacy of the relative velocity of abrasive part-
icles in respect to specimens; therefore, in tests using
these units the wear resistance of different materials was
determined in relative units.

Unit No. 1 consiate of a cylindrical tank, detaohable
along the diameter, and a chamber, inside of which test
specimens 2 are fastened to flanges on the shaft. Specimens
are made in the shape of cylinders, 10 mm in dlameter,
100 bm long. This specimen shape makes it possible to
study hydroabrasive wear inder conditions of abrasive part-
icle impact against the cylindrical surfaces and at the
same time under conditions of friction along the butt sur-
faces, weh to some degree imitates screw propellert ser-
vice conditions. The speed of rotation can be changed via
multistep pulleys 1,

Based on experimental research, the test methodology
was developed and other test conditions determined, such
as mixture concentration and test duration. Tests were
carried out at a constant rotation speed. Test duration
was 3 hours, with the hydroabrasive mixture changed each
30 minutes. Mixture concentration was 180 grama per liter,
whioh prevented its motion together with the specimens.
Six to eight specimens were to tod simultaneously. One of
the specimens, made of type St. 3 stool, was considered to
be a standard. Three specimens of each material were
tested. Evaluation of wear extent waa determined by cal-
oulating woight loss with an accuracy of up to 0.1 mg.

The ratio of the woight less of the standard speoimen
to that of the specimen beirs tooted, taking into accoun*
their Initial weights, uaa considered to be the voar roalat-
anoe factor, Veight los t-4s calculated as an average loss
fron six toots.

Unit 11o. I was al-* usod for studyinxg i atorxorl C /62
ralstaneo under eondlttonoi o" T:v due to in-acto or srue-
i aor'f nrsnt a str-at or ua.tor containing abrasive
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Fig. 3. Unta fo totng hyreba.v mar:



particles (impact erosion wear). For this purpose water /62
was fed under constant pressure to di.ffuser 3, to which
an exact amount of abrasive was fed through a measuring
funnel. Then the hydroabrasive mixture was fed to spec-
imens being turned by an electric motor, causing their
wear.

Unit No. 2 (Fig. 23b) makes it possible to perform
tests at various speeds simultaneously. In this unit,
cylindrical rods 10 mm in diameter were used, irith cylind-
rical specimens 20 mm 9n diameter and in height fastened
at their ends. The distance between the specmens and the
wall of the cylindrical chamber is small, whith contributes
to the decreased abrasive mixture displacement behind th6
specimens. In addition, stationary specimens were Inatal-
led for the aame purpose.

The mixture temperature was kept constant by cooling
it with water, circulating in external chamber 2. The
Kpeed of specimen rotation was changed either by placing
specimens into the external chamber '.In which case the
internal chamber served as a cooler) or by changing the
speed of the 3-speed electric motor J,. Up to 12 specimens
were tested simultcneously in one chamber. Linear speed
of specimen motion in chamber k was :L1.3 m/see, and in
chamber 2, 16.4 m/sec.

The most intensive wear occured when the hydroabrasive
mixture contained 50% water and 50% quartz sand by volume.
Experiments with the same set of specimens were repeated
three times and the amount of wear was calculated as an
average value of three tests. Each test lasted 4 hours,
after which the hydrororasive mixture was replaced.

Unit No. 3 (Fig. 23c) was designed for testing wear
resistance under conditions of impact loading. it can be
used with fastonod or free specimens. Tests were carried
out in four cylinders 4 simultaneously, with a cylinder
rotatl opeed of 60 rpm. All specimens were tested three
times. Each test lasted 4 hours. Cylindrical specimens
woro 20 mm in diameter and hoaght and their edges wero
rounded off to an edge radius of 5 mm.

Hydraabrarjive mixture consisted of rounded gravel 5
to 11 mm in Aize. q,.urtz sand wiith a grain aizo of 0.4-0.4?
m and water, in a proportion of 4:1z5 by volvto. The
cylinder i as filled bufora the tout to 60% of itu height
and hydr braulvo mixtura iau pic'ocsftor fefec to..t.



a)

Fig. 24. The effect of
chromium on hydroabrasive

4 -,wear resistance of steel:
*. a. 0.19-0.21% C. 9.7-10.7%

2 .n,. 0.5% Si; b. 0.38-0.47%
6 to 14 18 22 C. 8.9-9.7% Mn, 0.7% S1.

: b) % Chromium Tests in Unit No. 1.
k4 . a- as cast; o - cooling

in air from 1100-1500C;
e - quenching in water

6 a 19 1 141 18 from 1100-1150 0 C.
% Chromium

specimens in Unit No. I are shown in Fig. 24. Ir. these
tests,quartz sand with a grain size of 0.1-0.25 nm wa
used. Concentration of hydronbrasive mixture was 180 grams
per liter and rotation speed was 1500 rpm. Test specimens
were prepared by investment casting. The skin of the apec-
imens formed in casting and heat treatment was removed and
the surface was cleaned with fine emery cloth until a
metallic luster was obtained.

An analysis of teat results shows that among steels
containing 0.19-0.2",% C and 9.7-10.7% Mn, the highest wear
resistance after cooling from 1100oC in air is possessed
by specimens with a chromium content within a range from
10 to 14% (Fig. 24a). The same types of steel, either as
cast or after quenching in water from 11000 C. possess
increased wear reeiatanco with a chromium content of about10%.

The greater wear resistance of specimens after cooling
in air from 110000 a xplained by the fact that with the
lower cooling rate, = compared with quenching, the steel
ccntains a greater amount of uniformly distributed carbides,
having otly globu)ar shape. After quenching in wator
from 1100 0 C, the amc nt of austenite in steel increases and
the amount of carbides dAe oeasea. This results in a doecreise
in the wear reositance of steel under conditions of hydro-
abrasive War.

In the utructure of ho sp cimons as cnaost, an accumu-
lation of oerue-grain c :rbldos and nonhomogonity of uiero-
StraCtur - ware observcd, ihlch lod to dooroooed waoar re-



The sharp decrease in wear resistance of steel ton-
taning over 15% Cr is explained by the notioeable increase
in the amount of free ferrite.

Chromium-manganese steel containing 0.38-0.47% C
attqA1-ne maximum wear resistance with about 13% chromium
content, both as cast and after heat treatment (Fig. 24b).
With an increase of chromium content to above 14%, a de-
crease in wear resistance was observed. In such.& ease, /64
as well as when carbon content is low, the highest wear
resistance of steel wa\ attained after cooling it air from
1150eC.

Test results also showed that an increase of carbon
content in steel from 0.2 to 0.47% results in a deorease
in wear resaltanoe. The relative wear resistance of steel
with 0.2% C exceds that of steel containing 0.47% C by a
factor of i.:I.

In order to approximate the laboratory test results
to tests under actual service conditions, a study of hydro-
abrasive wear resistance was carried out using specimens
prepared from large castings (industrial molts) in Unit
No, 2, with a lower intensity of impact acthoa of hydro-
abrasive mixture as compared with the tests in Unit No. 1.
Such conditions correspond with the operation of low-draft
ships in shallow water with a sandy bottom.

Test specimens were prepared from ingots 60 mm in
diat3ter. cant in sand-clay molds. Cast ingots were
quenched in water from 11000 C. After this heat treatment,
Ingots were machined to the eize of specimens for hydro-
abrasive toting and invostigation of ricroetructuro.

Specimens were tested at a linoar speed of 16.4 m//ec.

Figure 25 illustrates the relative wear of ateel
poecilmns, with varying chromium content at a carbon con-

tent of 0.11-0.31% and manranoao content of apprcximatoly
7%. Toot lasted one hour. Aa soon from the data in
Fig. 25a, specinons containing 0.11%C had maximum wear and
apecimono containing from 0.22 to 0.24% C had minimuu wear.
Among stools containing 0.it% C, maxi um wear reoiatance
van poncoasod by atoolo containing 12-135 Cr; whon carbon
contont was 0.22-0.24%, highor roolatance iwas showin by
coln containing ?-81 Cr. In prolongo, teatu (ovor 20
hour-) this rogularity doos not ehknge. In moasuring hard-
r-zoo, Ir a E-IT-3 tenting, chioO, with a 20-gram l.d on
tha .ln.oktu,, it iao doturoAnod thant aftor toatipnr in Unit

Do. 2 the tio or tho ourtjoe laycr tvcra i let
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than after testing in Unit.No. 1. This indicates the lower /64
intensity of abrasive mixture action in Unit No. 2. Thus,
under those conditions whereby in the process of hydro-
abrasive we&r maximum hardening takes place (operation on
a sand-gravel bottom), the optimum chromium content (with
0.2 0) will be its lower amount, i.e. 10-12%. Under con-
ditions where the intensity of impact action is low (sandy
bottom), it is expedient to increase chromium content to
above i2%. The optimum wear resistance will be observed
with a chromium content of 12-14%. Further increase of
ohromium content to above 15% leads, as well as In Unit
No. 1, to decreased wear resistance because of the increase
in the amount of free ferrite in the mirostructure of
steel.

After testing in Unit No. 2, th, 'cama specimens were /66
V 4ted under conditions of impact load application in Unit

No. 3. The specimens were not fastened at the bottom of
the cylinders. Tests lasted 2) hours, but the specimens
were weighed after each three hours.

As seen from Fig. 25d, test specimen wear decreases
with increase in chromium 6ontent from 5 to 12%,at the samo
rate both for steels containing 0.11% C and those contain-
ing 0.22-0.24% C. In stools containing 0.26-0.31% C, an
increase in chromium content does not affect wear reciot-
ance. With further increase in chromium content, specimen
mar decreases sharply. This can be explained by the fact
that with an increase in carbon content from 0.11 to 0,31%,
the amount of samma-phase in steel structure increases,
while the stability of auctenite also increases with an
increase in chromium content above 12%. This assumption
is confirmed by the results of microhardness meaurements
of ouraco layers before and after the tests.

Hydroabrasive teats rare also performed in Unit No. 3
in synthetic con wator of Black Saa compoition. Duration
of tests was 60 hours. In each 24 hours of tests the spec-
imena wara in motion for 7 hours and stationary the root
of the timo.

These toots showed that wthen the corrosion factor tas
provalnt, the optim= content of ohrorium and erbon i7aor
12-14% and up to 0.2%, rempactivaly.

Toots carr.ied out in different units allow us to 'on-
cluae the-At the eti oikln has a faVorablo o efoot oh the

01vO T70"Ar. F'OX' ~e* ~ j; b



casting possessed the higher wes resistance in all oases.
This is due to the fact that the surface layer of the
specimen has a fine-grain alcrostructure (7-8 in the GOST
scale) to a depth of 1.2 am, while the core of-these spec-
imens consisted of larger grains (2-4 on the GOST scale).
In addition, the denslity of the oxidation film of cast
specimens is hiAher than that of machined specimens. TIAs
is of considerable importance under service in a corrosive
medium.

The effect of carbon. Carbon content in chromium-
manganese steel has a substantial effect on its wear resist-
ance under conditions of hydroebrasive wear. It was shown
earlier that depending on wear conditions, an increaae of
carbon content in steel results in individual cases in r
increase of the relative wear resistance. This is part
icularly pronounced under conditions of impact load appli-
cation.

a) b)
*I OO 4 f- /67

26. Effect o0,0 .O 0,38
%Carbon -~

carbon on tho
hydreabrasivo r'=0,0o ,' 3
clotanco of stool: % r
a. toots in Unit

No. 2; b. tets in Unit No. 3.

In Fig. 26a, gonoralizod data are proonted on the /66
offect of carbon contont in test3 in Unit No. 2 and in
Fig. 26b. in tests in Unit No. 3.

As a result of tosto in Unit Ho. 2 (Fig. 26a), it waa /67
determi~ned that tho optinoum cnrbon aoratent i: 0.2o-0.8%
C uith 6-1kg Cr and with , bcat Lin.

1 Under 0ouAltiono of Axlrt lcld appliction Iin it
tbo*- , rlAv- f2Cv( lkornu8,
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Fig. 2?. Effect of maga.nese on hydroabrasive
wear reolotance of steal: a. tests on Unit
Wo. 1, specimens of ureel with about 0,2% C
and about 13% Cr; b. also Unit No. 1, spaeliwaa
of steel with about 0.42% d and about Ij% Cr;
e4 toots on Unit No. 3, s leoicns of steel with
about 0.2% C and about 12% Or.
o - an cast; a - air cooling from 1100-115D°C;
o - quonohing in water from 1100-11500

Thig .e ffect unn o. Stools ontaininb 0.a i , 167
about 7 boutr -and - b. also in Unit No. I. Stool
with hteor crbon content (about 0.0.) arn bo toted.
Xn both cams the o r roUsino of eoirv of steel it roacou

ozcaptlon is .ol oonalni 0.2% C rfor quenehing In

o - s r~~t; - a r oolinoo rof t1i00-1i50oC

v otor Zvom 11000C. Th woar fr6on 1 of0h15soo
inorohoo tfth an Incroase of ennoce content to 2/.

Tbo ineroaco of autodeo tabtlty, rlatod to tho
itrc of ong.nom content to tbov 12%, leado to a
doohcat es In r e w ittanoo f h oolo b ica oolo.
Tho pronr11 of a. Thc zocir rtenrid of th sitool con-
ainrove 0.4 C anfto airo-3 fofa ng 1100 o oant to

tho hI(haet roIoitaneo of thio otool (Vit. 7b).
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resistance of steel containing about 0.2% C and 12% Cr
with an imciase in manganoise content from 3 to 16% (Fig.
27o). This proves once more the assumption made above that
ranganese austenite stability improves as manganase content
Increases.

Hence, the test results obtained under various oondi-
tions of hydroabrasive wear make it possible to conclude /68
that the optimum manganese content in steel which containo
about 0.2% C and 13% Cr is 7-0%.

The effect of sillogn. The tests of chromium-mareanese
steel specimens conRaPZri5 about 0.25% C. 14% Cr and ;rMn
in Unit No. I establishvd the favorable effect of silicon
content Increase from 0.3 to 1.4 on hydroabrasive wear
resistance of steel specimens (Fig. 28).
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OZ.2 0,4 0,6 0.8 1,0 1,2 1,4
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Fig. 28. The effet af silicon on
hydroabrasive rcar resiotanco of stool.
Toots in Unit Ho. 1. Spoc±ions of
tool w ith about 0.25% C, about 14% Cr,

and 7% tUn.

Corr'onion Raniatanco /69

Tho purpoo of this rosearch was to determino the
corrooion rao intanoo of chronium-raknnoso ateol with vary-
ing content of chromium, mnyinoso and carbon. Tho atudy
of cor -eion roolutanoo rnZkeo it poosible to corrootly
dotor-airYa Gileh utool chould bo selectod for cor= prorol-
lore In corvloo undor oonditiono of oetbinod action of

evtt oYA rk! coroof to wn ot.
tCorroolo o r't.,!MAnneo of ir tto i. iOia byA

tb~ 010yCA Pr~to atnti. VAA O eva CC;toi or ogx,
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preliminary testing. Sea water of the same composition as
Black Sea water was used as an electrolyte. The galvanic
circuit was composed of five test specimens made of various
steels of the same heat and a saturated calomel comparison
electrode, connected, through an intermediate vessel, with
a saturated solution of potassium chloride, by electrolytic
keys filled with a satur-ated solution of KC1 and sea water.

The steady potential of each of the specimens was
measured with a type PPTV-1 high-resistanee potentiometer.
Measurement precision waa within ±5 MI.

Chromium-manganese -eels were tested, the microstruc-
ture of which, after quinching in water from 1100-11500C,
was both two-phase (alpha + gamma) and *natenltIo mono-
phase.

-GE
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Fig. 29. The offect of chromium on
chango of the electrode potential of
chromium-manganoce steels in cea water:
1. 0.4$% C, 9% 11n; 2. 0.28% C. 7% fin;
3. 0.24% C. 7% Hn; 4. 0.11% C, 7% Nn.

A study was mado of the effoct of chromium on change
in cloctrodo potential of ohromium-manganeso otool, rola-
tive to a calonil eleoctrodo, in soa water (Fig. 29). From
this study, it uczs daterwirmd that the corroion rasist-
ax~o of otools with a conotant "iraneBe content doponda /70
minly or tho coatont of chroz-Ama and carbon. In allotaolO _i,tudiod, tihon ohroulum contont lrereacrod from

5 to ;3, th corro4on rtmc i to a tox y
th- r!:r2 (-~t- .nt At a oaontcxr abovo ( octrc'>



passivation phenomenon (the attainment by steel of a con-
stant electrode potential value) takes place in sea water
at a chromium content of abot 10.5%. This steel, by the
way, has the higlest potential of all steels studied.

Steels containing about 0.45% C possess lower corrosion
resistance (heat No. 1). Although thei: electrode potential
becomes constant at a chromium content of about 10%, its
value is only one-third that of specimns of heat No. 4,
containing 0.1% C.

It should be rnoted that heating of heat No. I spec-
imens during heat treatment was carried to a higher t.mp-
orature than that of carbide diffusion (11500C), so prac-
tically no carbides were observed, i.e. solid solution
impoverishment by chromium did not oc.cur. However, the
corrosion resistance of steel with increased carbon content
was lower than that of the steels in heats No. 2-4.

The data in Fig. 29 made it posaible to establish
that chromium-manganese steels attain a stable electrode
potential at a chromium content of about 13%, regardless
of carbon content; therefore, further increase of chromium
content does ,not change the corrosion resistance of steel.
An increase of chromium content to above 18%, with a carbon
content of 0.1%, sharply raises the amount of alpha-phase
in the structure, which results in the appearance of spot
corrosion.

According tc F. F. Khimushin /40/,, the high content
of manaanoce ,,n type 18-8 ohromium-manganoce steels Impaire
corroolon roesitance in oea water as oompared with typo
18-8 ahromium.nickel steel. Wo studied the corrosion ro-
ciecance of chr:omium anpnase atcel containing 0.20-0.45% C,
about 13.5% Cr Paid 3.5-16% Mn.

Analysis of the change in electrode potential in rela-
tion to manganec content (Fig. 30) showed that increasing
manganese content up to 10% does not noticeably change the
corrosion resistance of chromium-manganese steel. At a
manganese content above 10% the corrosion resistance of the
steel deteriorates slightly.

An Vill be shoan below, our research /18/ established
th. favorable effect of adding a slight amount of titniui
to steel (0.05-0.1%) on the pehcnntlrtieo. ad cavl-

rcuI2,tarwlo <* tol
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Fig. 30. Effect of manganese on change
ir the electrode potential of chromium-
manganese steel in sea water.
o - 0.35% C, 13.5% Cr; 0 - 0.32% C,
11% Cr; x - 0.2% C, 13.5% Cr.

The comparison of data given in Fig. 29 shows that
heat No. 3 steel, containing 0.04% Ti and 10.5% Cr, is more
resistant to.corrosion than steel of heat No. 2, which
does not contain titanium (with 12.3% C).

The effect of steel structure on corrosion resistance
was investigated using specimens in an as-east state (with-
out heat treatment) and after water quenching from 11000C.
Test specimens were prepared by investment casting. Spec-
imen surfaces were cleaned with emery cloth before teating.

The microstructuro of steel, as cast, consisted of
alpha- and gamma-phase, with carbides present along grain
boundaries. Microstructure of the surface layer of spec-
imens consisted of elongated fine grains. In some arcas,
clearly expressed structural nonhomogenolty (dendritie /12
segregation) was observed, with large equiaxial grains.

As a result of tests, it was established that the fine
grain structure of the surface layer of cast specimens
favorably affects corrosion resistance of steels containing
up to 11% Cr. Uith further increase in chromium content,
to above 11%, the cast steel possesses lower corrosion re-
sistance (Fig. 31) a compared to heat treated steel.
This is probably cauoe-d by the Impoverishment br chromium
of the solid solution due to the presence of carbWo in

As a result or rsoaroh on tho co' ronIoi t:c4( of

t o e& with vrluo~-t o n of
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Fig. 31. Effect of structure on change
in electrode potential of chromium-
manganese steel in sea water.

x - 0.21% C, 10.2% Mrn, as cast;
o - the same after quenching In water

from 11000C

1. To secure high corrosion r(iJstance of chromium- /72
manganese steelin sea water, the chromium oontent should
be at least 12%;

2. The optimum carbon content in corrosion-resistant
steel is considered to be 0.1-0.2%;

3. Addition of titanium to steel (0.05-0.1%) results
in some increase in corrosion resistance;

4. Heat treatment of steel, i.e. quenching in water
after annealing at a temperature higher than the temperature
of carbide diffusion, also enhances its corrosion resict-
ance.

16. Corrosion Resistance of Steel /106

Specimens of 25Khl4G8T steel were tesl;ed in i Litream
of synthetic Coa water, corresponding in composition to
water of the Black Sea.

The sea water was prepared through reactions of
chemically pure reagents with distilled ,ator. The overall
salinity of the ieater 1as 2.2%. The surfaee area of the
semples was about 3 dm', and the voluw a of the nator about
20 liters. The z.atez was changod tuice a week.

Corroeion rualetance in the otroa uas monurad in
torm of w olght Ios of tho eauplou before zind after tot..
To, 3t, ! i:aa de.;-o an a spinsdle -up-,p,rnat.8 tIth n 0 ,o301mo
voloety in w.uer or 14 Vsmc, Aheih fML nbe1 to ' ox tOint
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The duration of the corrosion tests in a current was
usually 250 hours /8, 9/. Study of the effects of stop-
ping the spindle apparatus showed that the corrosion rate
of ferrous metal, and especially of stainless steels,
increases significantly when the samples are allowed to
remain stationary for some period of time. In order to
determine the role of the corrosion factor, the length of
comparative experiments was extended up to 1000 hours,
with the test specimens being in motion 410 hours.

Studies of the effect of the sea. water stream on oor-
rosion resistance of 25Kh14G8T steel were conducted using
cast s!ecimena which iere cooled in air from 11000C before
machining. Tests were simultaneously conducted on spec-
imens of St. 4S carbon steel, widely used in the manufac-
ture of ships' hullsand on specimens of 30KhIOG1O cavi-
tation-resistant steel.

The chemical composition of tested steels and the
results, obtained are given in Table 23. As seen from this
table, the 251h14GE zteel possesses high corrosion resist-
ance, exceeding that of 30KhlOGIO steel by a factor of 4.3.

The data from tests of corrosion-resistant steels
used for screw propellers of sia-going ships (1KhI4ND /107
chromium steel; IKhl8N9T. 0Kh7N3G4OD2T, Kh23N18 and other
austenitio chromium-6nlckel steels) show that the corrosion
rate of austenitic stainless steel, at various sea-water
current velocities, remains practically the same and is
Independent of current flow velocity within the range from
2 to 16 m/sec. The average corrosion rate of these steels
(based on tests of 250 hours) is 0.005 mm/year.

The corrosion rate of OKhl7N3G4D2T austenitic steel
is slightly increased when subjected to a stream velocity
of 16 m/neo, to 0.008 mm/yr. The corrosion rate of 1Kh14ND
steel, when subjected to an increased ourront velocity from
8 to 16 m/ee, doubles and amounts to 0.013-0.014 mm/yr.

In 25Kh14G8T steel an increase of water stream volo-
city from 8 to 16 m/nec results in an increase of corrosion
rate by 2.2 tizos, and at a velocity of 16 m/see the cor-
rosion rate is 0.024 mm/yr.

The rosults of these experiments confirmed earlier
studies of the corrosion resistanoo of chromium--inganant
steels containing over 12% Cr. The rolatively high re-
sistance to corrosion of those stoels, ,hen uubjected
to an Increase in current veloity withic the range 2-16
O/oa, is Oxplainid by tho rather atron5 Orotoctivw turfoco

.19
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* film on steels containing more than 12% Cr. As the sea
water stream velocity is increased, this film not only
does not break down, but, on the contrary, is quickly re-
stored at damaged areas due to the intensified supply of
oxygen.

Less resistant to corrosion are steels containing less
than 12% chromium, for instance, 30Kh10GI0 steel. This to
due to an insufficient!y strong surface film, formed at a /1(
lower chromium content and a higher carbon content. In
the experiment, the film was worn more easily by the sea-
water stream.

Our results confirmed the results obtained by
V. A. Dells /5/, in which it was determined that rnly alloys
containing 12% or more chromium had a high corrosion re-sistance in oxidizing media. Alloys containing lese than

12-1%3% Cr are insufficiently passivated in a sea-water
stream, therefore their corrosion resistance is relatively
low.

17. Corrosion-Fatigue Strength of Steel

Ship screw propellers operate under conditions of
varying stress and corrosion, especially when operating
in sea water, so materials used in the manufacture of ship
propellers must have adequate corrosion-fatigue strength.

During both normal and corrosion-fatigue failure,
microscopic cracks appear which gradually expand, leading
to sudden brittle fracture. Corvooion-fatigue failure is
characterized by extensive cracking in the area of stress
concontrati on.

The fatigue process in a corrosive medium is oharac-
terized by the absence of a fatigue limit; the process
depends on the cycle duration. i.e. on the basis for its
beginning (a certain number of cycles).

Currosioa-fatiguo failure occurs as the resu, of the
simultaneous action of mechMnical and corrosive factors.

* ,and one may visualize it in the following manner /9/:

Local microplastlc doformation loads to lower resist-
ance to oxidat; on of microvolumeo of metal, which is
onfrancod by the action of the aorronv modiu-, nd uhich
faeilitato the eaap of ioiu from Lio mtal into tho
volution. Thin leiado to the fozrtion u ofnien cf /I
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The chemical composition of 24Kh14G8T steel and the /109
mechanical properties of specimens subjected to corrosion-
fatigue tests are shown in Table 24.

Experiments were conducted using specimens 8.5-10.0 mm
in diameter on NUI-6000 fatigue testing machines at 6000
rpm. The samples were in the shape of bars 25x25x350 mm
in size, prepared by investment casting. The metal was
melted in a basic induction furnace with a 40 kg capacity.
Before machining, the specimens were subjected to heat
treatment--quenching from 11000 C in water. The specimens
had a groove 15 mm in radius running lengthwise down the
middle. This groove provided a smooth transition from the
working part of the specimens to the part turned to a dia-
meter of 8.5-10.0 mm; it also prevented the action of
stress concentrators during tests.

The corrosive medium was a 3% solution of NaCl in tap
water, imitating sea water. The circulation rate of the
solution regained constant at about 10 l/hr; tests were
based on 101 cycles.

The results of the corrosion-fatigue tests of steel
are given in Fig. 46. As seen in Fig. 46, the fatigue limit /110
of steel under normal atmospheric conditions is 46-48
kg/mm2 , while the corrosion-fatigue limit on 2 base of 1o7
cycles in a 3% saline solution is 18-25 kg/mn'.

As a comparison, we include the test results of some
steels, according to data in reference /37/ by N. N. Sokolov.
The corrosion strength of Khi4ND steol, in testing on a
basis of 107 cycles, was equal in air to 25 kg/mm2 and in
a 3% NaCl solution to 16 kg/mm2 . For 2Kh3N stool the
corresponding figures are 22 and 14 kg/mm2 . For 18DGC
steel they are 30 and 12 kg/mm2.

Thus, experiments have shown that 25Kh14G8T steel has
a sufficiently high resistance to corrosion-fatigue failure.

It is known that stress concentrators in tho form of
keyways, sharp charges in cross-seoction, etc., result in a
decrease in the fatigue resistance of metal parts. The
value of the fatigue limit in this casc depends or the
goometric form of the hotch and the seneitivity of the
rcterial to stress concontrators. Spio) en With a stro
coontrtoc had a cherp, circu ,hr, V-hap-d notch 2.5 ua
in depth Lnd with a corner radpun of 0.1 L-i.

J
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Fig. 46. Corrosion-fatigue strength
of steel: 1. tests in air (heat
No. 570); 2. tests in a 3% NaCI sol-
ution (heat No. 570); 3. same as
curve 2 (heat No. 524/i).

Under identical conditions, smooth and notched opoc- /110
imens of 25Kh14G8T steel, 10 mm in diameter, were testod
in air and in a 3% solution of NaCl.

The results obtained demonstrate that a decrease of
fatigue resistance occurs in specimens uith stres con-
centration (sharp notches) rhon tooted in air. The offoo-
ti'e stress concentration factor (the ratio.-of fatigto
limit of smooth to notched specimens) is Ke=2. A greater
decrease in the corrosion-fatigue resistance with notched
specirnns is observed in salt vator. Under these oondi-
tiona, the value of tho corrosion fatigue stronath bacod
on 10- cycles ias only 8-10 kg/,n 2 , wheroas for smooth
.-: tienas under the tmm conditiona the valuo of the cor-
roslon-fatigue stroerqth in equal to 18-25 kg/Mn2 .

The docracc in corrosion-fatiguo otrorgth of notched
soltna i appcrontly oo-aetod with thi norrcion r,.re-
eoco Lt thz root of tho notch an a result of tbe lar1odoxyCgo O apply, zoeconr y for tiho roatoratlon or a ivC*WoO .. " -

tivo oxide filu.


